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1. Introduction
Every physician using computer for diagnostic and therapeutic purposes should know that
images are processed by use of graphic and computer systems, as well as by specialized
program systems, in order to better present the anatomy of a particular part of the body
with identified diseased areas (Ecke et al., 1998; Urban et al., 1998).The possibility of exact
preoperative, non-invasive visualization of the spatial relationships of anatomic and
pathologic structures, including extremely fragile ones, size and extent of pathologic
process, and of precisely predicting the course of surgical procedure, allows the surgeon to
achieve considerable advantage in the preoperative examination of the patient and to reduce
the risk of intraoperative complications (Knezović et al., 2007), all this by use different
virtual reality (VR) methods (Fig.1.).
Beside otorhinolaryngology, this has also been used in other fields (Klimek et al., 1998;
Hassfeld et al., 1998). The more so, in addition to educational applications, virtual
endoscopy (VE), virtual surgery (VS), application of 3D models, etc., has offered us the
possibility of preoperative planning in rhinology (sinus surgery), and has become a very
important segment in surgical training and planning of each individual surgical
intervention. These analyses are becoming routine procedures in other otorhinolaryngology,
oral, maxillofacial and plastic surgery, etc.
Classical endoscopic procedures performed with rigid endoscopes are invasive and often
uncomfortable for patients, and some of them may have serious side effects such as
perforation, infection and hemorrhage (Belina et al., 2008). VE is a new method of diagnosis
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Fig. 1. 3D models of the human head in different projections. Visualization of the paranasal
sinuses and surrounding regions from different 3D aspects (taken with permission from
Klapan et al., Otolaryngology Head Neck Surg, 2002 and Klapan Medical Group Polyclinic,
Zagreb, Croatia).
using computer processing of 3D image datasets (such as 2D multi slice computed
thomography - MSCT and/or MRI scans) to provide simulated visualizations of patient
specific organs similar or equivalent to those produced by standard endoscopic procedures
(Rob, 2000; Wickham et al., 1994). Development of new computer techniques and fly
through algorithms offer valuable non-invasive additional tools in diagnostics and
preoperative planning in otorhinolaryngology (Fig.2.). Virtual endoscopy visualization
avoids the risks associated with real endoscopy, and when used prior to performing an
actual endoscopic exam can minimize procedural difficulties and decrease the rate of
morbidity, especially for endoscopists in training (Robb, 2000), which was proved in our
first Croatian 3D computer assisted- functional endoscopic sinus surgery (3D-CA-FESS) in
June 3, 1994 (Klapan et al., 1997).
Definitely, the basic goal of 3D-computer assisted (3D-CA) support in diagnostic and
surgical activities is to achieve safer surgical procedure using new computer and medical
technologies in surgical (Anon et al., 1998) and /or telesurgical procedures (Fig.3.), and
provide visualization of the anatomy as well the pathology in the 2D as well as in the form
of 3D-models. Using our own approach in computer assisted-endoscopic surgery, we were
able to "look inside" the patient during the real surgical procedure. According to our
original idea, the computer network, essential for computer collaboration between surgical
sites for telesurgical purposes, has to be built in parallel to the video network. Every
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Fig. 2. An example of 3D-computer assisted navigation surgery of the nose and paranasal
sinuses with simulation and planning of the course of subsequent endoscopic operation per
viam VE which overcomes some difficulties of conventional endoscopy, such as “standard”
FESS or tele-FESS (taken with permission of Klapan Medical Group Polyclinic, Zagreb,
Croatia)
telesurgical site must have compliant collaboration software. On computer workstations, all
sites have computed thomography (CT) images and 3D models with appropriate movies,
and then the consultant, an experienced surgeon, assists the less experienced surgeon to
reach the pathology in the operating field.
This kind of our Tele-3D-computer assisted surgery (Tele-3D-CAS) has to enable less
experienced surgeons to perform critical surgeries using guidance and assistance from a
remote, experienced surgeon. In telesurgery, more than two locations can be involved; thus
less experienced surgeon can be assisted by one, two or more experienced surgeons,
depending on the complexity of the surgical procedure. Our Tele-3D-CAS provides also the
transfer of computer data (images, 3D-models) in real time during the surgery and, in
parallel, of the encoded live video signals. Through this network, the two encoded live
video signals from the endocamera and operation room camera have to be transferred to the
remote locations involved in the telesurgery/consultation procedure (Klapan et al., J
Telemed Telecare, 2002).
The first kind of our Tele-3D-C-FESS took place between two locations in the city of Zagreb,
10 km apart, with interactive collaboration from a third location. A surgical team carrying
out an operative procedure at the Šalata ENT Department, Zagreb University School of
Medicine and Zagreb Clinical Hospital Center, received instructions, suggestions and
guidance through the procedure by an expert surgeon from an expert center. The third
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Fig. 3. Our tele-3D-computer assisted surgery of the nose and paranasal sinuses realized
during our 3D computer assisted-FESS in June 3, 1994., proved the main advantage of VE
and/or tele-VE that there are no restrictions on the movement of virtual endoscope prior the
real procedure, and requires no hospitalization (taken with permission from Klapan et al.,
Otolaryngology Head Neck Surg, 2002 and Klapan Medical Group Polyclinic, Zagreb,
Croatia)
active point was the Faculty of Electrical Engineering and Computing. The 2nd Tele-3D-CFESS took place between two locations, two cities in Croatia (Osijek and Zagreb, 300 km
apart). The surgical team carrying out an operative procedure at the ENT Department, Osijek
Clinical Hospital, received instructions, suggestions and guidance through the procedure by
an expert surgeon and radiologist from the Expert Center in Zagreb. This Tele-3D-C-FESS
surgery, performed as described above, was successfully completed in 25-30 minutes.
Taking into account the opinion of the leading world authorities in endoscopic surgery, we
believe that each endoscopic operation is a demanding procedure, including those described
in the first two Tele-3D-C-FESS surgeries presented. Nevertheless, we would like to
underline herewith that ordinary, and occasionally even expert surgeons may need some
additional intraoperative consultation (or VE/3D support), for example, when anatomical
markers are lacking in the operative field due to trauma (war injuries) or massive polypous
lesions/normal mucosa consumption, bleeding, etc. Now, imagine that we can substitute
artificially generated sensations for the real standard daily information received by our
senses. In this case, the perception system in humans could be deceived, creating an
impression of another 'external' world around the man (e.g., 3D navigation surgery). In this
way, we could replace the true reality with the simulated reality that enables precise, safer
and faster diagnosis as well as surgery. All systems of simulated reality share the ability to
offer the user to move and act within the apparent worlds instead of the real world.
What do experts think about additional support per viam computer assisted reconstruction
of the anatomy and pathology of the head and neck; what is the truth and level of reliability
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of the computer reconstruction of CT images in telesurgery transmission; the question of
availability and very expensive equipment; 3D image reality; control parameters; what is the
use of computer 3D image of the surgical field and isn't a real live video image much better
for telesurgery? Computer simulation by use of the simulated reality system allows for the
medical diagnostic procedure to repeat over and over again on the virtual body, many
functions can be simulated for realistic simulation as it is usually done, the surgeon is
warned if the procedure does not proceed correctly, etc.
Sinus CT scan in coronal projection is a term familiar to every radiologist dealing with CT in
the world. Layer thickness, shift, gantry, and window are internationally standardized and
accepted values, thus being reproducible all over the world. The method is standardized,
reproducible and distinctly defined (Stewart et al., 1999, Kenny et al., 1999), and it is by no
means contradictory. But on the other side, the basic CT diagnostics has also limited
possibilities, first of all because it presents summation images in a single plane (layer) but
cannot present the continuity of structures. This has been solved by 3D reconstruction which
is now available on PCs equipped with Pentium IV processors/2,0 GHz, or better. By
presenting the continuity of structures (0.5-1 mm sections), this reconstruction allows
visualization of the region as a whole, avoiding the loss of images by use of the standard
approach in sinus CT imaging (3-5 mm sections).
During the 3D-CA-telesurgery, the computer with its operative field image allows the
surgeon, by means of up-to-date technologies, to connect the operative instrumentarium to
spatial digitalizers connected to the computer. Upon the completion of the tele-operation,
the surgeon compares the preoperative and postoperative images and models of the
operative field, and studies video records of the procedure itself. Using intraoperative
records, animated images of the real tele-procedure performed can be designed. By means
of computer records labelled coordinate shifts of 3D digitalizer during the surgery, an
animated image of the course of operation in the form of journey, i.e. operative field flythrough in the real patient, can be designed. Beside otorhinolaryngology (Klimek et al.,
1998; Ecke et al., 1998; Mann et al., 1998), this has also been used in other fields. The more so,
in addition to educational applications, VS offers the possibility of preoperative planning in
sinus surgery, and has become a very important segment in surgical training and planning
of each individual surgical or telesurgical intervention, not only in the region of paranasal
sinuses (Keeve et al., 1998; Hassfeld et al., 1998).
The complex software systems allow tele-visualization of CT or MRI section in its natural
course (the course of examination performed), or in an imaginary, arbitrary course.
Particular images can be transferred, processed and deleted, or can be presented in
animated images, as it was done during our first telesurgery (Fig. 6). Multiple series of
images can be simultaneously observed in different color tables and at various
magnifications, with various grades of transparency, observing them as a unique 3D model
system. The work with such models allows different views, shifts, cuts, separations,
labelling, and animation. The series of images can be changed, or images can be generated in
different projections through the volume recorded, as we have showed in our OR (Klapan et
al., 2001).
Before the development of 3D spatial model, each individual image or the whole series of
images have to be segmented, in order to single out the image parts of interest, because the
basic requirement, in human medicine, resulting from the above mentioned needs refers to
the use of a computer system for visualization of anatomic 3D-structures and integral
operative field to be operated on. Thus, separate models of bones, healthy tissue, affected
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tissue, and all significant anatomic entities of the operative field can be developed (Klapan
et al., Am J ORL, 2002). The complete tele-3D-CA-procedure planned can be developed on
computer models and a series of animations describing the procedure can be produced.
Comparative analysis of 3D anatomic models with intraoperative finding, in any kind of
telesurgery, shows the 3D volume rendering image to be very good, actually a visualization
standard that allows imaging likewise the real intraoperative anatomy (Burtscher et al.,
1998; Holtel et al., 1999; Thral., 1999) . Mentioned technologies represent a basis for realistic
simulations that are useful in many areas of human activity (including medicine), and can
create an impression of immersion of a physician in a non-existing, virtual environment
(John et al., 2004).
Using routable shared and switched Ethernet connections (Fig. 4), 25 frames were
transferred per second in full PAL (phase alternating line or phase alternation by line)
resolution but with 20% of dropped frames. After some tests, it was found that the routing
protocol between two or more sites could not offer a constant frame rate. Packages sent from
the source travel to the destination using different network paths, thus some packages may
be lost during communication or some may reach the destination with unacceptable delays.
Another problem we faced with video signals was how to transfer multiple video signals to
remote locations. The native, uncompressed video required a bandwidth of about 34Mb/s,
thus the video signals had to be compressed for the transfer of multiple video streams to
remote locations using 155Mb/s.
The video image is critical in tele-endoscopic surgery and must be of the highest quality.
Using software and hardware M-JPEG compression, it was found that one video stream
from the endocamera in full PAL resolution and with audio required a bandwidth of about
20-30Mb/s. Our M-JPEG encoders were upgraded with MPEG1 and later with MPEG2
encoders, because we had a bandwidth of only 155Mb/s for data, video, audio and control
communication. MPEG1 seems very good for conferencing; however, the endoscope video
signal of the operating field required better image quality. The encoded MPEG1 video
stream with audio was transferred to the remote location in full frame resolution using a
bandwidth of about 6Mb/s (multiple T1 lines). When our encoder was upgraded to the
MPEG2 standard, the quality of the video image was adequate for the operating field
endocamera. A bandwidth of 8Mb/s produced a high quality video stream at the remote
site. Using MPEG streams, the video signal could be transferred from the endocamera to the
remote location for consultancy or education.
As known in the circles of telemedicine/telesurgery, the basic cost of the presented system
is known. It includes standard telemedicine equipment which should be mounted at any
institution for the institution to be connected to the telemedicine network. This equipment
allows for transfer of live video image of the operative field, CT images, commentaries,
surgery guidance, etc. In addition, a computer with appropriate volume rendering software
support should be introduced in the operating theater. All these devices are now standard
equipment available on the market at quite reasonable prices. For comparison, the overall
price of these devices is by far lower than the price of a system for image guided surgery,
currently mounted in many hospitals all over the world. Once installed and tested, the
whole system can be used without any special assistance of technical personnel (computer
experts and/or network specialties). Clinical institutions (e.g., Klapan Medical Group
Polyclinic, Zagreb, Croatia), which have expert clinical work places, employ properly
educated and trained technical personnel who can be readily included in the preparation
and performance of tele-3D-C-FESS surgery as well as in the storage of the procedure itself
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Fig. 4. Using routable shared and switched Ethernet connections, 25 frames/sec were
transferred in full PAL resolution (taken with permission from Klapan et al.,
Otolaryngology Head Neck Surg, 2002)
and of intraoperatively generated computer 3D animations. It is of the higher importance,
because if we would like to understand the idea of virtual reality (VR), it is necessary to
recognize that the perception of surrounding world created in our brain is based on
information coming from the human senses and with the help of a knowledge that is stored
in our brain. The usual definition says that the impression of being present in a virtual
environment, such as virtual endoscopy (VE) of the patient’s head, that does not exist in
reality is called virtual reality. The physician, e.g., any member of our surgical team, has
impression of presence in the virtual world and can navigate through it and manipulate
virtual objects. A VR system may be designed in such a way that the physician is completely
immersed in the VE.
It should be made clear that the main message of the tele-3D-CA-endoscopic surgery, as
differentiated from the standard telesurgeries worldwide, is the use of the 3D-model
operative field, and thus of VE and VS (Fig. 5).
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Fig. 5. Virtual endoscopy, realized during our tele-3D-C-FESS in 1999 (taken with
permission from Klapan et al., J Telemed Telecare, 2002 and Klapan Medical Group
Polyclinic, Zagreb, Croatia)
Research in the area of 3D image analysis, visualization, tissue modelling, and humanmachine interfaces provides scientific expertise necessary for developing successful 3D
visualization of the human head during 3D-CAS (Fig. 6), Tele-3D-CAS (Fig. 7), and other VR
applications. Such an impression of immersion can be realized in any medical institution
using advanced computers and computer networks that are required for interaction
between a person and a remote environment, with the goal of realizing tele-presence.

Fig. 6. Transmission of 3D models as virtual endoscopy (VE) of the human head, realized
during one of the first Croatian 3D-CA-navigation endoscopic surgeries in October 1994
(taken with permission from Klapan et al., J Telemed Telecare, 2002)
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Fig. 7. 3D-VE-navigation of the human head during tele-3D-computer assisted-FESS (taken
with permission of Klapan Medical Group Polyclinic, Zagreb, Croatia)
In human medicine, extremely valuable information on anatomic relationships in particular
regions while planning and performing endoscopic surgery is provided by high quality CT
or MRI diagnosis (Mladina et al., 1995), thus contributing greatly to the safety of this kind of
surgery (Rišavi et al., 1998). Once created from 2D cross-section images with 3D modeling
software, virtual 3D surface models or volume rendered models can be further used in
virtual reality for measuring, operation planning, simulations, finite element analysis.
However, virtual 3D models also can be used in actual reality for tangible models obtained
from rapid prototyping applications. Rapid Prototyping (RP) techniques look most
promising to satisfy medical need for tangible models. While prototyping is a usually slow
and expensive process of building pre-production models of a product to test various
aspects of its design, rapid prototyping techniques are methods that allow quick production
of physical prototypes (Fig. 8.). Nowadays even more often, rapid prototyping techniques
provide to medicine actual products e.g. prosthesis and implants with the important benefit
in significant shortening of the Time to Market (Raos & Galeta, 2004).The mode of computer
visualization of anatomic structures (Elolf et al., 1998) of the human body used to date could
only provide diagnostic information and possibly assist in the preoperative preparation.
Intraoperative use of computer generated operative field 3D-model has not been widely
adopted to date. The intraoperative use of computer in real time requires development of
appropriate hardware and software to connect medical instrumentarium with the computer,
and to operate the computer by thus connected instrumentarium and sophisticated
multimedia interfaces.In rhinology, such an revolutionary approach is of paramount
importance for the surgeon because of the proximity of intracranial structures and limited
operative field layout hampering spatial orientation during the “standard” operative
procedure.
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Fig. 8. Real 3D model produced with Rapid Prototyping technique

2. Methods
2.1 High quality diagnosis (DICOM standard)
High quality diagnostic image is the main prerequisite for appropriate utilization of
computer systems during the preparation, performance and analysis of an operative
procedure (Fig. 9.). Development of a system for data exchange between multiple medical
diagnostic devices as well as between diagnostic devices and computer networks has led to
the establishment of DICOM (digital imaging and communication in medicine) standards
describing the forms and modes of data exchange.
Before the introduction of DICOM standards, image recordings were stored on films, where
the information obtained from the diagnostic device was in part lost (Knezović et al., 2007).
In ideal conditions, sixteen different image levels could be distinguished on films at the
most. When film images were to be stored in computer systems, films had to be scanned,
thus inevitably losing a part of significant data and probably introducing some unwanted
artefacts. The level setting and window width to be observed on the images could not be
subsequently changed. Visualization of the image on the diagnostic device monitor was of a
considerably higher quality, thus it was quite naturally used for record receipt and storage
in computer media. Video image allows for the receipt of 256 different levels at the most.
Neither it is possible to subsequently modify the level setting and window width to be
observed on the images that have already been stored in the computer system. When stored
in computer systems by use of DICOM protocol, images are stored in the form generated by
the diagnostic device detector. These image recordings can then be properly explored by use
of powerful computer systems. This is of special relevance when data in the form of images
are to be used for complex examinations and testing, or in preoperative preparation where
rapid and precise demarcation between the disease involved and intact tissue is required
(Knezović et al., 2007). It is also very important for the images to be visualized in various
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Fig. 9. MSCT slices of the nose and paranasal sinuses (taken with permission of Klapan
Medical Group Polyclinic, Zagreb, Croatia)
forms and from different aspects and then – which is most demanding indeed – to develop
spatial models to aid the surgeon in preparing and performing the procedure as well as in
postoperative analysis of the course of the procedure.
The entire operative procedure can be simulated and critical areas avoided during the real
procedure by employing real patient images in the operation preparatory phase using
complex spatial models and simulated operative field entry (VE,VS) (Klapan et al., 2001).
2.2 Preoperative preparation
The real-time requirement means that the simulation must be able to follow the actions of
the user that may be moving in the virtual environment. The computer system must also
store in its memory a 3D model of the virtual environment (3D-CAS models). In that case a
real-time virtual reality system will update the 3D graphical visualization as the user moves,
so that up-to-date visualization is always shown on the computer screen. For realistic
simulations it is necessary for the computer to generate at least 30 such images per second,
which imposes strong requirements to computer processing power.
Use of the latest program systems enables development of 3D spatial models, exploration in
various projections, simultaneous presentation of multiple model sections and, most
important, model development according to open computer standards (Open Inventor)
(Knezović et al., 2007). Such a preoperative preparation can be applied in a variety of
program systems that can be transmitted to distant collaborating radiologic and surgical
work sites for preoperative consultation as well as during the operative procedure in real
time (telesurgery) (Klapan et al., J Telemed Telecare, 2002) (Fig. 10.).
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Fig. 10. Our 3D models of the human head in different projections. Virtual reality systems
may be used for visualization of anatomical structures, virtual endoscopy, 3D-image-guided
surgery as well as of pathology and/or anatomy during the planning of therapy (taken with
permission from Belina et al., 2009)
Such a model in medical applications will enable simulation of changes that the tissue
undergoes when compressed, stretched, cut, or palpated. The computer must then generate,
in real-time, an appropriate visualization of the tissue as it is deformed by the user.
Biological tissue modeling represents an important research area with applications in many
medical areas. In this context, physics-based deformable models represent a powerful
simulation tool. In the context of VR applications, 3D visualization techniques in real-time
are particularly important. The goal here is to develop methods for fast and realistic
visualization of 3D objects that are in the VE.Advanced technologies of exploring 3D spatial
models allow for simulation of endoscopic surgery and planning the course of the future
procedure (VE) or telesurgery (Tele-VE). By entering the models and navigating through the
operable regions the surgeon becomes aware of the problems he will encounter during the
real operation. In this way, preparation for the operation could be done including
identification of the shortest and safest mode for the real operation to perform (Klapan, J
Telemed Telecare, 2002; Klapan, Am J ORL, 2002) (Fig. 11).
The two main approaches to visualization are surface rendering and volume rendering
(Burtscher et al., 1998; Vannier, 1996). Surface rendering is a classical visualization method
where object surfaces are approximated using a set of polygonal shapes such as triangles.
Most general-purposed computers use this approach and such wide availability represents
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Fig. 11. An example of 3D-CA-FESS of the nose and paranasal sinuses with simulation and
planning of the course of subsequent endoscopic operation (VE) (November 1994) (taken
with permission from Klapan et al., Orbit 2001)
an important advantage of surface rendering. A disadvantage is that surface rendering
cannot represent volume interior. Volume rendering can create very nice visualizations of
volume interiors, but a disadvantage is that a special hardware is required for acceleration
because of computational complexity.
2.3 Virtual endoscopy
Siemens Somatom Emotion 16 MSCT (from 2004) and 64 MSCT (from 2006) scanners were
used for image acquisition from the very beginning of our VE acitivities (2004). CT images
were stored in DICOM format and transferred to Xeon-based workstation running standard
postprocessing software 3D Syngo CT 2006G from Siemens Medical Systems. Initial
postprocessing was performed by radiologist and ENT specialist working together on Inspace and Fly-through software. Working area during fly-through was divided in four
windows showing CT image reconstruction in three major planes and resulting 3D rendered
VE view for current position of virtual endocamera. Fly-through path planning was
performed by moving mouse pointing device. Recordings of VE images together with
appropriate CT images in three major planes during fly-through was performed with
Camtasia recorder in real-time. 3D Syngo CT 2006G is the overall platform for the imaging
workstation of Siemens Medical Systems. VE on the Syngo platform is performed using ray
casting method with space leaping as major acceleration technique, and provides an
automatic navigation mode (Fig. 12.).
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Fig. 12. An example of VE of the nose and paranasal sinuses with CT image reconstruction
in three major planes and resulting 3D rendered VE view for current position of virtual
endocamera (taken with permission from Belina et al. 2009, and Klapan Medical Group
Polyclinic, Zagreb, Croatia)
We performed 644 VEs of the nasal cavity, scull base, and paranasal sinuses of patients with
different pathology of paranasal sinuses as a part of diagnostic or preoperative
management, such as: chronic sinus diseases, maxillary sinus cancer, different head traumas
which involved paranasal sinuses, with multifragment fractures of maxillary sinus walls,
ethmoids and lamina papiracea as well as the fracture of the sphenoid sinus wall.
2.4 Rapid prototyping models
In a rapid prototyping process, the product is firstly designed on a computer and then
created based on the computer data. Therefore an essential prerequisite is the digital
computer representation, usually made in a 3D geometrical modelling computer system like
a CAD system, a 3D scanner, computer tomography, etc. Precision of a computer
representation is a key parameter for controlling the tolerances of the future model. An
important difference between rapid prototyping and traditional techniques is the fact that
most of these new techniques build parts by adding material (e.g. layer by layer) instead of
removing it (Raos & Galeta, 2004).
The first commercial rapid prototyping process - Stereo Lithography was brought on the
market in 1987. Today, there are many different rapid prototyping techniques with high
accuracy and large choices of materials available on the market. However, some of specially
developed rapid prototyping techniques are still not commercialized. The most successfully
developed techniques are: Stereo Lithography, Selective Laser Sintering, Laminated Object
Manufacturing, Fused Deposition Modelling, Solid Ground Curing and nowadays the most
popular 3D Printing.
During last two decades rapid prototyping techniques have been tested and used in many
different areas in medicine (Petzold et al., 1999). Such areas include:
•
The physical models of human organs that are extremely effective in realizing the
anatomy and enhancing discussion and collaboration among teachers, students,
researchers and physicians;
•
Virtual planning and simulation of operation for orthopaedic surgery, vascular surgery
and maxilla surgery with complex spatial relationships;
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Prosthesis like titanium dental cast crowns, free of porosity, with excellent functional
contour and a smooth surface finish, could be obtained from the first casting trial;
•
Implants are also very interesting for possible rapid production, therefore many
researches’ have been;
•
Biomedical devices like a rapid produced polymeric implant consisted of a drug
embedded in a polymeric matrix that was surgically implanted into the body.
Some of common advantages of rapid prototyping techniques when used in medicine are:
speed; manufacturing flexibility; high degree of control over part microstructure; wide
variety of engineering and medical materials.
Existing rapid prototyping techniques also have some common shortcomings like: lack of
required mechanical properties depending on material combination; low accuracy; high
computational demands and poor bio-compatibility. Yet, most of listed shortcomings can be
successfully avoided in particular case with proper selection of techniques and materials
(Galeta et al., 2008).

Fig. 13. Rapid prototyping models (taken with permission of Klapan Medical Group
Polyclinic, Zagreb, Croatia)
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2.5 Computer assisted navigation surgery

Fig. 14. Computer assisted navigation operations (taken with permission of Klapan et al.,
Orbit, 2001., and Klapan Medical Group Polyclinic, Zagreb, Croatia)
2.6 Computer assisted telesurgery
Computer technologies allow for computer assisted surgery to be performed at distance.
The basic form of telesurgery can be realized by using audio and video consultations during
the procedure. Sophisticated endoscopic cameras show the operative field on the monitor
mounted in the operating theater, however, the image can also be transmitted to a remote
location by use of video transmission. The latest computer technology enables receipt of CT
images from a remote location, examination of these images, development of 3D spatial
models, and transfer of thus created models back to the remote location (Klapan et al., 2006).
All these can be done nearly within real time. These procedures also imply preoperative
consultation. During the surgery, those in the operating theater and remote consultants
follow on the patient computer model the procedure images, the 'live' video image
generated by the endoscopic camera, and instrument movements made by the remote
surgeon (Klapan et al., 1999). Simultaneous movement of the 3D spatial model on the
computers connected to the system providing consultation is enabled (Klapan et al., J
Telemed Telecare 2002; Klapan et al., ORL H&N Surg, 2002). It should be noted that in most
cases, intraoperative consultation can be realized from two or more locations, thus utmost
care should be exercised to establish proper network among them.
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The extreme usage of computer networks and telesurgery implies the use of robot
technologies operated by remote control. In such a way, complicated operative procedures
could be carried out from distant locations. The main idea considering the use of computer
networks in medicine is: it is preferable to move the data rather than patients (Fig. 15). In the
future, we can expect more applications of VR in medicine. Advances in computer science
will make possible more realistic simulations. VR, 3D-CAS, and Tele-3D-CAS systems of the
future will find many applications in both medical diagnostics and computer-aided
intervention.

Fig. 15. An example of our tele-3D-CA-surgeries of the nose and paranasal sinuses in
1998/2000., representing the use of 3D imaging of the organ of interest (e.g using CT, or
MRI) (taken with permission from Klapan et al., Otolaryngology Head Neck Surg 2002., and
Klapan Medical Group Polyclinic, Zagreb, Croatia)
2.7 Computer networks
Very important factor for realization of 3D-CAS, and Tele-3D-CAS applications which
represent a typical VR philosophy in routine daily diagnostic and surgical practice, and VR
systems is a fast computer network. The network is the basis for any tele-activity. Fast
computer networks are also the basis for telemedical applications, which may also be
viewed as a kind of teleoperation systems.
Following the application of computers in surgery and connecting diagnostic devices with
computer networks by use of DICOM protocol, the next step is directed toward connecting
these local computer networks with broad range networks, i.e. within a clinical center, city,
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country, or countries. The establishment of complex computer networks of diagnostic systems
across the country offers another significant application of computer networks in medicine, i.e.
telemedicine. Current computer networks using ATM technology allow for very fast and
simultaneous communication among a number of physicians for joint diagnostic or
therapeutic consultation. Textual, image, audio and video communication as well as exchange
of operative field spatial models are thus enabled. Patient images and 3D spatial models can be
simultaneously examined by a number of phyisicans, who then can outline and describe
image segments by use of textual messages, indicator devices, sound or live image. The course
and conclusions of such a consultation can be stored in computer systems and subsequently
explored, used or forwarded to other users of the computer assisted diagnostic system.
The use of computer networks in medicine allows for high quality emergency interventions
and consultations requested from remote and less equipped medical centers in order to
achieve the best possible diagnosis and treatment (e.g., surgery). In addition to this, through
consultation with a surgeon, a physician in a remote diagnostic center can perform
appropriate imaging of a given anatomic region, which is of utmost importance for subsequent
operation to be carried out by the consultant surgeon from the remote hospital center.
2.8 Video technologies
During telesurgical transmission, two video signals have to be transferred from the OR site
and one video signal from every remote site involved in the telesurgery procedure. As about
24 Mb/s of bandwidth are needed for the native video signal, and there are only 155 Mb/s
or multiple 2Mb/s lines of bandwidth, the video signals must be compressed using
standard video compression systems (Satava, 1996; Klapan et al., 1999). At each of the four
locations involved in the telesurgical procedure there was a remotely controlled video
switch with 8 video inputs and 8 video outputs. At the expert location, remote from the OR,
there was a video processor for the acquisition of all video signals from all sites involved in
the telesurgery procedure and software for the remote control of all video inputs/outputs
and pan/tilt/zoom cameras of all locations. Thus, from this point in the telesurgery
network, a consultant or conference moderator (Schlag et al, 1998) can view all the video
signals or just the primary display. For all these possibilities, a bandwidth of at least
155Mb/s asynchronous transfer mode (ATM OC-3) is needed.
2.9 Network technologies
ATM switches and adaptation layer type 5 (AAL-5) were used for video transmission and
native or LANE for TCP/IP (transmission control protocol/internet protocol) computer
communications in our tele-3D-CAS.
2.10 Collaboration
InPerson teleconferencing software and the native TCP/IP network was used for
communication between all sites in our tele-3D-CAS. Consultations using computer images
and 3D-models were performed using the video network; outputs from the computer were
encoded into video stream and transmitted to the remote locations through video
communication protocols. The advantage is that only standard video equipment, without
any type of computer, needs to be installed at the remote location; the disadvantage is the
image or 3D-model from the local computer can only be viewed at the remote location and
cannot be manipulated with computer software.
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Fig. 16. Our Telesurgical equipment in ATM Network (OC-3, 155Mb/s) (taken with
permission from Klapan et al., J Telemed Telecare 2002)
Video records of the procedure, MPEG streams of the procedure in combination with CT
images and 3D models are essential for the creation of a computer database system for
education and the preparation of future surgical procedures (Broadcasting, Tele-education,
DVD-ROM, CD-ROM, www). In the real procedure, 3D computer models (Open Inventor)
can be texture-mapped using the live video signal from the endocamera. The live video
signal can be positioned using a 3D digitizer or any other spatial localizer. The texture
mapped 3D model, with live video signal during the surgery, provides the surgeons with a
more realistic computer presentation of the real surgical field. In our the 1st tele-3D-CAS, we
used the following (Klapan et al., J Telemed Telecare 2002) (Fig. 16):
•
SGI O2 workstation,
•
Newbridge ATM Switch,
•
ATM switched networks,
•
Video streams over AAL-5,
•
Computer communications over LANE (TCP/IP),
•
3Com Inverse Multiplexing (4xT1),
•
Optivision MPEG1/MPEG2 encoders,
•
Newbridge M-JPEG/MPEG1/MPEG2 encoders.
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Network topologies:
•
point to point T1 lines,
•
nonroutable/routable shared FastEthernet/Ethernet,
•
nonroutable/routable switched FastEthernet/Ethernet,
•
ATM switched networks with AAL-5 and LANE,
•
multiple T1 lines (today).
Usage of collaboration tools (H.120, H.323):
•
SGI InPerson (Video, Audio, WhiteBoard),
•
SGI Meeting (Whiteboard, Application Share/Collaboration),
•
Microsoft NetMeeting(Video, Audio, Whiteboard, Application Share/Collaboration),
•
StarVison StarMED, StarED.
From the very beginning of our 3D-CAS (Klapan et al., 2006; Klapan et al., 2008), and tele-3DCA-surgeries (Klapan et al., 1997), the modeling was done by use of the VolVis,
Volpack/Vprender, GL Ware programs on a DEC Station 3100 computer .With the advent of
3D Viewnix V1.0 software, we started using this program, and then 3D Viewnix V1.1 system,
AnalyzeAVW system, T-Vox system and OmniPro 2 system on Silicon Graphics O2, Origin200
and Origin2000 computers. Our team used several standards to encode live video signals in
telesurgery, such as M-JPEG, MPEG1, MPEG2 and MPEG4. For conferencing/consultation
cameras used between two or more connected sites during the surgery, we used JPEG and
MPEG1 stream with audio. Operation rooms (OR) were connected using several computer
network technologies with different bandwidths, from T1, E1 and multiple E1 to ATM-OC3
(from 1Mb/s to 155Mb/s). For computer communications using X-protocol for image/3Dmodels manipulations, we needed an additional 4Mb/s of bandwidth, instead of the 1Mb/s
when we used our own communication tools for the transfer of surgical instrument
movements (Table 1.).
Video technology

First tele-3D-CAS
M-JPEG, H.323

Network technology

ATM OC-3 155Mb/s

Collaborative computing

N.A.

Consultancy

Through video

Preoperative consultancy

Through video
InPerson, H.323

Second tele-3D-CAS
MPEG1/2, H.323
Inverse multiplexing 4xT1
8Mb/s
SGImeeting, NetMeeting,
T.120
Collaborative tools T.120
Through video
Collaborative computing
T.120, H.323

3

2

Multiple In/Out (8/8)
Quad split
2 from O.R.
1 from other sites
SGI O2, PC
SGI IRIX, MS Windows,
StarMED, OmniPro,
InPerson

N.A.
Manually controlled switch
1 from O.R.
1 from other sites
SGI O2
SGI IRIX, MS Windows,
OmniPro, SGImeeting,
NetMeeting, InPerson

Number of involved
locations
Video
acquisition/processing
Number of video signals
Hardware
Software

Table 1. Comparison between our first and second Tele-3D-CAS (FESS) (taken with
permission from Klapan et al., J Telemed Telecare, 2002)
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3. Discussion
In 1992, when we tried to establish the first system implementation for our CA-surgery, a
scientific research rhinosurgical team was organized at the University Department of ENTHead & Neck Surgery, Zagreb University School of Medicine and Zagreb University
Hospital Center in Zagreb, who have developed the idea of a novel approach in head
surgery. This computer aided FESS with 3D-support has been named 3D-CA-FESS. The first
3D-CA-FESS operation in Croatia was carried out at the Šalata University Department of
ENT, Head & Neck Surgery in June 3, 1994., when a 12-year-old child, was inflicted a
gunshot wound in the region of the left eye. Status: gunshot wound of the left orbit, injury
to the lower eyelid and conjunctiva of the left eye bulb. Massive subretinal, retinal and
preretinal hemorrhage was visible. The vitreous diffusely blurred with blood. The child was
blinded on the injured eye (today, sixteen years after the operation, 29 year old patient
shown in the Fig. 17) (Klapan et al., 1996, 1997, 2002).

Fig. 17. Different 3D models with evidence of the metallic foreign body. Using the static 3D
model elaborated from 2D CT sinus section, we obtained relative relationships of the
borderline areas that are important for the diagnosis of pathologic conditions in the region,
which proved to be a significant improvement in comparison with 2D visualization in the
form of stratified images (taken with permission from Klapan et al., Am J Otolaryngol, 2002.
and Klapan Medical Group Polyclinic, Zagreb, Croatia)
Additionaly, with due understanding and support from the University Department of ENT,
Head & Neck Surgery, Zagreb University Hospital Center; Merkur University Hospital; TCom Company; InfoNET; and SiliconMaster, in May 1996 the scientific research rhinosurgical
team from the Šalata University Department of ENT-Head & Neck Surgery organized and
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successfully conducted the first distant radiologic-surgical consultation (teleradiology)
within the frame of the 3D-C-FESS project. The consultation was performed before the
operative procedure between two distant clinical work posts in Zagreb (Šalata University
Department of ENT, Head & Neck Surgery and Merkur University Hospital)
(outline/network topology).In October 1998, and on several occasions thereafter, the team
conducted a number of first tele-3D-computer assisted operations as unique procedures of
the type not only in Croatia but worldwide (www.mef.hr/MODERNRHINOLOGY and
www.poliklinika-klapan.com) (Klapan et al., 1997; Klapan et al., 1999). During the first
telesurgry of this kind, a surgical team carrying out an operative procedure at the Šalata
ENT Department, Zagreb University School of Medicine and Zagreb Clinical Hospital
Center, received instructions, suggestions and guidance through the procedure by an expert
surgeon from an expert center. The third active point was the Faculty of Electrical
Engineering and Computing, where ENT specialists, students and residents took an active
part in the entire surgical procedure. This tele-3D-CA-FESS surgery, performed as described
above, was successfully completed in 15 minutes (Fig. 18).
20” monitor
SGI O2

SGI O2

PAN/TILT/ZOOM
Camera
COLLABORATION
DISPLAY

Cold light
source

14” video monitor
endo-camera

17” monitor PC

PRIMARY
DISPLAY

Endo-camera

Media
Base
Server

Digital video
processor
Echo cancelation
Video 8x8 switch

Videorecorder

ATM Switch

LAN, Video

Conference
controller

Fig. 18. An example of our Tele-3D-C-FESS surgery initially performed in 1998 (taken with
permission from Klapan et al., Otolaryngology Head Neck Surg, 2002)
The complex software systems allow visualization of a 2D CT or MRI section in its natural
course (the course of examination performed), or in an imaginary, arbitrary course.
Particular images can be transferred, processed and deleted, or can be presented in
animated images. The series of images can be changed, or images can be generated in
different projections through the volume recorded.
Before the development of 3D spatial model, each individual image or a series of images
have to be segmented, in order to single out the image parts of interest. 3D-model
completely presents the relative relations of borderline areas that are of utmost diagnostic
importance, which is a considerable advancement compared with standard 2D stratified
imaging. Comparative analysis of 3D anatomic models with intraoperative finding shows
the 3D volume rendering image to be very good, actually a visualization standard that
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allows imaging likewise the real intraoperative anatomy (Mann & Klimek, 1998; Hamadeh
et al., 1998).
The technique of examination intended to realize in the proposed study provides, according
to many authors, optimal visualization of the paranasal sinus anatomy. Moreover, by use of
this approach, some substantial advancements are achieved in the diagnosis of the
pathologic state of paranasal sinuses, based on CT analysis, e.g. (a) basic CT diagnostics has
become an important aid in the diagnosis of chronic sinusitis, in terms of the follow-up and
prognosis of the course and treatment outcome; (b) additional axial or coronal sections are
avoided by the development and use of 3D model (so-called volume-rendering technique)
for diagnostic purposes; (c) as indicated in (b), the dose of irradiation to which the patient is
exposed is considerably reduced by the use of volume rendering technique; etc.
Therefore, we made endeavors to implement all these concepts and advantages of the new
mode of 3D visualization not only in daily 3D-CAS performed in our operating theaters but
also as a specific form of telesurgery with 3D computer assisted support, currently a
completely new and original type of telesurgery in the world, with the use of most
sophisticated computer technology in any OR. The surgeon and consultants view four split
video signals (quad split video processing) on the primary video display: one from the
endocamera, one from the OR camera, one from the first remote site and one from the
second remote site. However, during real surgery, all locations involved in such telesurgery
usually view only the video signal from the endocamera procedure on their primary
displays. In real surgery, there is one patient at one location included in the "telesurgical
procedure", with one or more consultants at one or more remote locations (the local location
is where the surgery is performed, and remote locations are the other locations included in
the telesurgery procedure) (Sezeur, 1998). As we already discussed, two video streams (the
endocamera and the conference camera) have to be transferred from the local location
(patient location), and one video stream (the conference camera) has to be transferred from
each remote location (consultants). At each location, video monitors are needed for video
streams from any other location included in the telesurgery procedure (up to four video
streams on one large video monitor, quad-split, can be used). An LCD/TFT video projector
can be put in the OR. Using such tele-CA-system, the possibility of exact preoperative, noninvasive visualization of the spatial relationships of anatomic and pathologic structures,
including extremely fragile ones (Hauser et al., 1997, Vinas et al., 1997), size and extent of
pathologic process (Elolf et al., 1998; Burtcher et al., 1998), and to precisely predict the
course of surgical procedure (Man & Klimek, 1998), definitely allows the surgeon in any
3D-CAS or Tele-CAS procedure to achieve considerable advantage in the preoperative
examination of the patient, and to reduce the risk of intraoperative complications, all this by
use of VS or diagnosis. With the use of 3D model, the surgeon's orientation in the operative
field is considerably facilitated (Burtcher et al., 1998) (“patient location” as well as the
“location of the tele-expert consultant”), and all procedures and manipulations are
performed with higher certainty and safety (Olson & Citardi, 1999).
As it can be seen, one of their main applications of Tele-3D-C-FESS is 3D-navigation (VE) in
the study of anatomy and surgery (“computed journey through the nose and paranasal
sinuses”). From this point of view this approach can be compared with similar simulator
systems for the training of endoscopic sinus surgery presently available on the market, but
definitely we have to be aware that it is not the study of or training in anatomy or surgery,
but pure implementation of live surgical procedure with computer support in real time, the
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prime and foremost aim being the achievement of faster and safer procedure. So, it should
be made clear that the main message of our Tele-3D-C-FESS surgery, as differentiated from
the standard tele-surgeries worldwide, is the use of the 3D-model operative field, and thus
of ”VS”, which in addition to higher safety allows for successful course of operation,
especially in small, detached medical institutions where advanced endoscopic techniques
are not available. This is of paramount importance for emergency surgical interventions
which have to be performed in distant medical institutions where the service of “well
known surgical experts” (e.g., skull base surgery) is not available.
3.1 Postoperative analysis
Surgical workstation includes 3D vision, dexterous precision surgical instrument
manipulation, and input of force feedback sensory information. The surgeon and/or
telesurgeon operates in a virtual world (Klapan et al., 2006). The use of computer technology
during preoperative preparation and surgery performance allows for all relevant patient
data to store during the treatment. CT images, results of other tests and examinations,
computer images, 3D spatial models, and both computer and video records of the course of
operation and teleoperation are stored in the computer and in CD-R devices for subsequent
analysis (www.mef.hr/MODERNRHINOLOGY). Also, these are highly useful in education
on and practice of different approaches in surgery for surgery residents as well as for
specialists in various surgical subspecialties.
VR has many applications in CA-surgery. Statistical studies show that physicians are more
likely to make errors during their first several to few dozen surgical procedures. Surgical
training may be done on cadavers, but the problem is a chronical shortage of cadavers for
medical research. It would be helpful if medical training could be performed using a
realistic imitation of a human body inside the computer. Such computer-based training can
be used for minimally invasive surgery, and for open surgery. Training on cadavers has
several drawbacks: a) if trainee cuts a nerve or a blood vessel in a cadaver nothing will
happen, b) no action can be reversed on cadavers (what is cut is cut), c) dead tissue is
harder, color is changed, and arteries do not pulsate. Advantages of computer simulations
are that the procedures can be repeated many times with no damage to virtual body, virtual
body does not have to be dead - many functions of living body can be simulated for realistic
visualizations, and organs can be made transparent and modeled. The trainee may be
warned of any mistakes in the surgical procedure using a multimedia-based contextsensitive help.
In this way, the real surgery and/or telesurgery procedures can be subsequently analyzed
and possible shortcomings defined in order to further improve operative treatment. The use
of latest computer technologies enables connection between the computer 3D spatial model
of the surgical field and video recording of the course of surgery to observe all critical points
during the procedure, with the ultimate goal to improve future procedures and to develop
such an expert system that will enable computer assisted surgery and telesurgery with due
account of all the experience acquired on previous procedures (Klapan et al., ORL H&N
Surg, 2002) . Also, using the computer recorded co-ordinate shifts of 3D digitalizer during
the telesurgery procedure, an animated image of the course of surgery can be created in the
form of navigation, i.e. the real patient operative field fly-through, as it was done from the
very beginning (from 1998) in our telesurgeries.
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The real-time requirement means that the simulation must be able to follow the actions of
the user that may be moving in the virtual environment (Belina et al., 2008). The computer
system must also store in its memory a 3D model of the virtual environment, as we did in
our first activities in 1994 (3D-CAS models; Fig. 19). In that case a real-time virtual reality
(VR) system will update the 3D graphical visualization as the user moves, so that up-to-date
visualization is always shown on the computer screen (Belina et al., 2009) (Fig. 20).

Fig. 19. Transmission of 3D-models as VE of the human head, realized during our tele-3D-CAendoscopic sinus surgeries in 1998., when we used 3D image analysis to create the model of
the desired anatomical structures (segmentation) (taken with permission from Klapan et al.,
Ear Nose Throat J, 2006. and Klapan Medical Group Polyclinic, Zagreb, Croatia)
Upon the completion of the CAS and/or tele-CAS-operation, the surgeon compares the
preoperative and postoperative images and models of the operative field, and studies video
records of the procedure itself. In otorhinolaryngology, especially in rhinology, research in
the area of 2D and 3D image analysis, visualization, tissue modelling, and human-machine
interfaces provides scientific expertise necessary for developing successful VR applications
(Johnson, 2007). The basic requirement in rhinology, resulting from the above mentioned
needs refers to the use of a computer system for visualization of anatomic 3D-structures and
integral operative field to be operated on (Fig. 21). To understand the idea of 3D-CAS/VR it
is necessary to recognize that the perception of surrounding world created in our brain is
based on information coming from the human senses and with the help of a knowledge that
is stored in our brain. The usual definition says that the impression of being present in a
virtual environment, such as virtual endoscopy (VE) of the patient’s head, that does not exist
in reality, is called VR.
The physician has impression of presence in the virtual world and can navigate through it
and manipulate virtual objects. A 3D-CAS/VR system may be designed in such a way that
the physician is completely impersed in the virtual environment .
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Fig. 20. 3D volume rendering technique can show the surface of the air-tissue interfaces,
using a separate segmentation of air, soft tissue, bone, and pathologic tissue (taken with
permission of Klapan Medical Group Polyclinic, Zagreb, Croatia)

4. Conclusions
Different VR applications become a routine preoperative procedure in human medicine, as
we already shown in our surgical activities in the last two decades (from June 03, 1994),
providing a highly useful and informative visualization of the regions of interest, thus
bringing advancement in defining the geometric information on anatomical contours of 3Dhuman head-models by the transfer of so-called “image pixels” to “contour pixels” (Rubino
et al., 2002).
Telemedicine attempts to break the distance barrier between the provider and the patient in
health-care delivery. VR is able to simulate remote environments and can therefore be
applied to telemedicine. Physicians can have VR produced copy of a remote environment
including the patient at their physical location. One of the simplest telemedical applications
is medical teleconsultation, where physicians exchange medical information, over computer
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Fig. 21. Postoperative analysis, done after one our tele-3D-CA-sugreries in rhinology, where
we defined the precise relationships of the borderline areas that are important for the
diagnosis of pathologic conditions in the patient’s head (taken with permission of Klapan
Medical Group Polyclinic, Zagreb, Croatia)
networks, with other physicians in the form of image, video, audio, and text.
Teleconsultations can be used in radiology, pathology, surgery, and other medical areas.
One of the most interesting telemedical applications is tele-surgery. Telesurgery is a
telepresence application in medicine where the surgeon and the patient are at different
locations, but such systems are still in an early research phase. Patients, who are too ill or
injured to be transported to a hospital, may be operated remotely. In all these cases, there is
a need for a surgeon specialist who is located at some distance. Generaly speaking, the
purpose of a tele-presence system is to create a sense of physical presence at a remote
location. Tele-presence is achieved by generating sensory stimulus so that the operator has
an illusion of being present at a location distant from the location of physical presence. A
tele-presence system extends operator’s sensory-motor facilities and problem solving
abilities to a remote environment. A tele-operation system enables operation at a distant
remote site by providing the local operator with necessary sensory information to simulate
operator’s presence at the remote location. Tele-operation is a special case of tele-presence
where in addition to illusion of presence at a remote location operator also has the ability to
perform certain actions or manipulations at the remote site. In this way it is possible to
perform various actions in distance locations, where it is not possible to go due to a danger,
prohibitive price, or a large distance. Realization of VR systems require software (design of
VE) for running VR applications in real-time. Simulations in real-time require powerful
computers that can perform real-time computations required for generation of visual
displays.
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Different goals can be achieved by using different VR applications. These goals range from
teaching, diagnosis, intervention planning, providing insight into the potentially
complicated and non-standard anatomy, as well pathology of the patients, intra-operative
navigation, etc.
VE or fly-through methods which combine the features of endoscopic viewing and crosssectional volumetric imaging provided more effective and safer endoscopic procedures in
diagnostics and management of our patients, especially preoperatively, as we already
discussed (Fig.22). This approach can also be applied for training and familiarize the
surgeon with endoscopic anatomic appearance.

Fig. 22. Virtual endoscopy during our 3D-CA-endoscopic surgery (taken with permission of
Klapan Medical Group Polyclinic, Zagreb, Croatia)
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Definitely, the presentation of image data in such a way enables the operator not only to
explore the inner wall surfaces but also to navigate inside the virtual organs extracted
from MSCT and/or MR images of nasal cavity, paranasal sinuses and scull base, and in
combination with in-space skull bone rendering, offers plastic and accurate additional 3D
information for head and neck surgeon in combination with classical 2D black and white
CT images (Belina et al., 2008). Interactive display of correlated 2D and 3D data in a fourwindow format may assist the endoscopist in performing various image guided
procedures. In comparison with real endoscopy, the VE is completely non-invasive. It is
possible to repeat the same procedure several times, therefore it may be a valuable tool for
training, as well as the interactive control of all virtual camera parameters, including the
field-of-view, and the viewing as opposed to the extend of lesions within and beyond the
wall which gives the potential to stage tumors by determining the location and the extent
of transmural extension (Belina et al., 2008). In the nasal or sinus cavity, VE can clearly
display the anatomic structure of the paranasal sinuses (Di Rienzo et al., 2003),
nasopharyngeal cavity and upper respiratory tract, revealing damage to the sinus wall
caused by a bone tumor or fracture (Tao et al., 2003; Belina et al., 2009), and use the
corresponding cross-sectional image or multiplanar reconstructions to evaluate structures
outside the sinus cavity. A major disadvantage of VE is its inability to make an impact on
operating room performance, as well as the considerable time consumption (Caversaccio
et al., 2003), to evaluate the mucosal surface (Belina et al., 2008), or to provide a realistic
illustration of the various pathologic findings in cases with highly obstructive sinonasal
disease (Bisdas et al., 2004).
Even more, our vision of 3D-CA-navigation surgery and/or tele-3D-CA-navigation surgery
allows surgeons not only to see and transfer video signals but also to transfer 3D computer
models and surgical instrument movements with image/3D-model manipulations in real
time during the surgery (Šimičić et al., 1998) (Fig. 23). Considering the specificities and basic
features of 3D-CA-navigation surgery and tele-3D-CAS, we believe that this type of surgery
would be acceptable to many surgeons all over the world for the following reasons: a) the
technology is readily available in collaboration with any telecom worldwide, b) the
improved safety and reduced cost will allow the inclusion of a greater number of patients
from distant hospital institutions in such a telesurgical expert system, c) the “presence” of
leading international surgical experts as tele-consultants in any OR in the world will thus be
possible in the near future, which will additionally stimulate the development of surgery in
all settings; and d) the results obtained in the tele-3D-CAS project in Croatia are
encouraging and favor the further development of the method.
The possibility of data analysis and storage in the 3D form and development of 3D centers at
clinical institutions, as well as the development of the surgery using a remote-controlled
robots (Vilbert et al., 2003) should provide a new quality in proper training of future
surgeons
in
3D-CAS
as
well
as
tele-3D-CAS
activities
(www.mef.hr/MODERNRHINOLOGY and www.poliklinika-klapan.com).
Finally, modelling of the biological material and tissue properties is an important field of
research. In the future, we can expect a new generation of diagnostic imaging techniques
that use simulated reality techniques for effective visualization of organ anatomy and
function. Such systems will enable not only better medical diagnosis but also more
appropriate intervention.
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Fig. 23. Different VR applications can be applied for preoperative analysis, intraoperative
surgery (as well as postoperative training and education), and completely familiarize the
surgeon with endoscopic anatomy and pathology in the real operation (taken with
permission from Klapan et al. Coll Anthrop 2008., and Klapan Medical Group Polyclinic,
Zagreb, Croatia)
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